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W elc o me

From the President

From the Editor

Hello AWA members and Happy May! Here’s hoping for a wee bit
of sun as we get into all that May has to offer.

The only permanent thing in life is change and as expats
we are more familiar than most with sudden, unexpected
twists and turns. Families move thousands of miles from
home to start afresh in foreign climes; people get
promoted, made redundant, get together or divorce. Stuff
happens and the only way to make sense of it is to plunge
into it and move with it.

If you missed the Home & Garden Tour on April 12th, all I can say
is “I’m sorry.” It was a great day, featuring amazing homes, a lovely
lunch and a lot of AWA camaraderie. A hearty congratulations goes
to Hildy Karev, Sarah White, Christine Davis, Michelle Goulding,
Sharon Mason, Rachel Parker and Becca
Strunin for all of their hard work on
various aspects of the event. And an
extra special acknowledgement goes to
Hildy for having the vision and the drive
to make this happen after a three-year
hiatus.
The very next day, on April 13th, our
Annual General Meeting had
a p p r ox i m a t e l y 4 0 m e m b e r s i n
attendance, including the 2016-2017
AWA Board Nominees, who were
officially voted in. General news and information regarding what
the Board has been working on was also shared. Please be on the
lookout for the proposed 2016-2017 budget which should be
posted on the website by the time you read this. Also please be
on the lookout for the proposed changes to our Memorandum of
Understanding and our Articles of Association. These changes
mostly pertain to our commitment to make the verbiage in our
official documents reflective of our international identity and
commitment. We will vote on both officially at the June 3rd Charity
Awards Tea and General Meeting at the American Club in Tai Tam.
And speaking of the Charity Awards Tea, we are happy to
announce that it will be open to many more members this year as
it is being held at the American Club in Tai Tam, who we thank for
their generosity in working with us. In partnership with the
American Consulate and the American Chamber of Commerce,
we will experience the joy of finally giving out all of the hard
earned funds raised to our chosen charities. This is, arguably, the
most important and meaningful thing that the AWA does as part
of the Hong Kong community, and you all contribute. It will be 9:30
am – 12:00 pm, and admission is free, but registration is required.
Coffee/Tea/Pastries will be provided. Come and see what you are
a part of!
I want to close by saying that I continue to be so proud of our
organization, in all that we have done this year, and all that we
continue to do. I am excited to meet each and every once of our
new members, given the chance, and I appreciate hearing about
how the AWA has been a positive part of your lives since joining. I
am thankful for you all, and how you make this organization
diverse and fun and meaningful. Have a wonderful month of May!

Nothing too dramatic has happened in my household but
my scatterbrained son needs me in the UK for a while as
he leaves boarding school to attend a one-year course
before starting university. Thus my six-month stint as
editor of AWAre must come to an end. Maybe now’s the
time to write that novel?
I have spoken to many expats who have
great stories to tell but don’t know where
to start. In this issue, our very own team
of talented writers help you put pen to
paper. Tanvi, Dimple, Claudia and
newcomer Brooke write about writing
and writers in Hong Kong and I would like
to take this opportunity to thank them,
along with Rachel, Shelda and Frances for
always coming up with the goods. It’s been a pleasure
working with you, ladies.
I see that there’s a lot of exciting stuff coming up on the
AWA calendar, it’s a very good time to be a member of
this wonderful organization so I am very sad to be leaving.
Hopefully, if all goes to plan, I’ll be back next year.
I hope you all enjoy this issue; we’ve had a lot of fun
putting it together.
So it remains for me to say... au revoir, auf wiedersehen,
adios, sayonara, toodle-pip, chow for now, baai-baai,

Lindsey Gordon
AWAre Editor

Marcy LaRont
AWA President

In the April 2016 issue, we inadvertently misnamed a source in "AWA Keeps Pace with Turbulent Times: 1970s." Our member and
long-time resident of Hong Kong is Rehana Sheikh, not Singh. Our apologies!
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M embers h i p

The AWA (American Women’s Association) is a dynamic community of women of all nationalities, with over 800
members from 36 countries. We are sure you will find your niche through our diverse range of activities, events and
opportunities to volunteer. All women are welcome – do join us!
Current members – you are our best ambassadors. Please introduce new arrivals and old friends to AWA – over wine at
OWL, at a Neighborhood Coffee, a WOW event, or encourage them to attend CHAT. AWA’s vision is that all women can
connect with us and develop a rich, satisfying and purposeful life in Hong Kong.
Joining AWA is easy via our website at: awa.org.hk or call 2527 2961.

Welcome New Members
Rosa Wong
Sue Potts
Helen Carruthers
Wilma Wulff
Jane Pasin
Melissa Hagan
Anne Evanno
Zora Benhamou

Merideth McNally
Elisha Rickward
Sooni Gander
Trinity Kim Burnett
Simona Satterfield
Lucy Mattoo
Kim Bullock
Jo Guyett

Owl (Out With the Ladies)

Come join us any week or every week - same time, same
place (except public holidays).
Where:
Oolaa
20 Bridges Street, Soho
When:
Every Tuesday, 5:30pm – 7:30pm
Coordinator: Susie Edrington, susie1031e@gmail.com

CHAT (Come Have a Talk)

When: 	Thursday, 10:30am – 12:00 noon
(except public holidays)
Where: 	Café 8, Rooftop of Pier 8, above the
Maritime Museum.
Cost: 	No fee (all beverages & lunches at personal
expense)
Coordinator: Diane Lamboley 9020 9385
dmlamboley@hotmail.com
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Foon Ying

WHEn/ WHErE:

TBA
Please check website for details
COOrDInATOrS: Chrissie Govier, chrissie.govier@gmail.com
Kate Mahjoubian, katemahjoubian@gmail.com
COST:
No fee but registration is required
"Foon Ying" means "welcome" in Cantonese and what better
welcome than to embark on a social adventure designed to
foster new Hong Kong friendships. This informal program
takes the guesswork out of finding your feet by designing fun
activities for your group, sharing experiences and building
your “guanxi” or "network." Your commitment? Attend all
three sessions over three weeks, be open to exploring your
new environment and meeting great people. Join and enjoy!

Neighborhood Coffees

If you live, work or play in any of the following neighborhoods,
join others in your area for a monthly coffee. Meet new
friends or catch up with old ones, discuss and plan new
activities. Contact your local coordinator for details of
forthcoming coffees.
HK SOuTHSIDE

Walli Seegar, walli.inhk@gmail.com
Sandra Gallaudet,
s.gallaudet919@gmail.com

SAI KUNG
Katherine Fenton, klfone@aol.com

KOWLOOn

POK Fu LAM AnD SHOuSOn HILL

Jane Buck, ForJBuck@aol.com
Susan Trebach, shtrebach@gmail.com

DISCOVEry BAy

Kathy Barber, kathy71356@aol.com

Annie Fifer, annefifer@gmail.com

Izumi Ikeda, Izume.Ikeda@gmail.com

HK CEnTrAL/MID LEVELS

Mandarin Summer Camp
Mandarin Nanny Service
Groups
Mandarin OneTo One Summer Courses

Mandarin Teacher HK

T:+852 2982 0919 M:+852 61179980

E: info@mandarinteacher.hk

Rm 603, 6/F, Yau Sing Building,
120-122 Wing Lok Street , Sheung Wan, Hong Kong

Web: www.mandarinteacher.hk
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Sail Away
By Rachel Parker

On a beautiful spring day, 45 AWA members and
guests enjoyed a private tour of a very special ocean liner:
the Queen Victoria cruise ship crew highlighted the public
areas of the grand lady and then showed off its kitchen’s
talent over a delicious three-course lunch.
In an era of torn jeans as high fashion and thank you notes
sent by e-mail, strolling the halls of the elegant Queen Victoria
felt like a visit to another time. Spacious dining and bar
spaces, grand staircases, beautiful furniture, and elegant
lighting create an atmosphere of comfort and ease. The
Queen Victoria has several restaurants on board, including the
Golden Lion Pub and the Queen’s Lounge, where tea is
served every afternoon. Passengers can dine in the formal
dining room, or grab a quick sandwich – you’ll never go hungry
on one of these cruises, said Sarah White, an AWA member
and employee of Charlotte Travel.
Highlights of the tour included the Royal Theatre, a 750seat auditorium that feels like a grand London stage; the
Queen’s Ballroom, the largest dance floor on a ship; the
Winter Garden bar, which has a retractable roof; and the
workout facilities that rival most gyms.
The Queen Victoria is one of three ships in the Cunard
family of Queens – the others are the Queen Elizabeth and
the largest the Queen Mary 2 – and all three visited Hong
Kong Harbor in late March. All three do 120-day world voyage
journeys, as well as shorter segments in various regions of
the world. For more information about cruising, contact Sarah
White at Charlotte Travel.

Home & Garden
Tour 2016

By Hildy Karev

Take two organizers with type-A personalities, add
some very competent volunteers, mix them together with
rain, late buses and a sold-out crowd - and you get an
incredibly fun day out with AWA.
On April 12, 141 women (and one visiting father)
participated in the AWA 2016 Charity Home and Garden Tour.
Despite the light drizzle, most members were happy enough
to see each other, it didn't bother them that our buses were
delayed. Tour-goers visited five uniquely decorated homes
across Hong Kong Island and met with many of the residents.
Lunch at the Congress Restaurant in the Convention Center
dining room was delicious and added to the fun.
I want to thank my co-chair Sarah White for doing such an
incredible job organizing and negotiating with the bus
company. Our house-visiting schedules were set precisely,
and once we got started, there were no delays in visiting the
homes.
Michele Goulding was responsible for coordinating the
bus volunteers. Special thanks to our bus volunteers – Jane
Buck, Beth Hall, Barbara Galligan, Barbora Mayer, Sharon
Mason, Jackie Militello, Debra Joyce, Julie Naughton, and
Rachel Parker – who made sure we didn't loose anyone. The
tour raised approximately $50,000 for our AWA Charities so it
was a huge success. Thank you again AWA members for a
great day!
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Writing in Hong Kong
By Brooke Richter

Hong Kong is one of the best cities in the world for
stimulating creative energy. Between the soaring peaks
overlooking the harbor, modern skyscrapers, gritty back
alleys, vibrant shopping districts, and an eclectic mix of
residents and visitors, story ideas abound. Walk a single block
midday and you’re likely to pass an old woman pushing a cart
overloaded with flattened, cardboard boxes, a designer-clad
tai tai on her way to lunch, and a young estate agent with his
eyes glued to his smart phone. Not surprisingly, the city has
been the setting for some great novels. Perhaps most notable
are Tai-Pan and Noble House, by James Clavell. Tai-Pan (1966)
tells the story of the British settlement in Hong Kong
following the first Opium War. It’s a compelling read that
takes the reader back to 1842 when Hong Kong Island was
just a remote fishing village. Later, Noble House (1981) takes
on 1960s Hong Kong and the trading company JardineMatheson. While fiction, the novel incorporates some
historically accurate tragedies, including the Jumbo Floating
Restaurant fire in Aberdeen and the Kotewall Court building
collapse in the Mid-Levels. Another must-read novel is The
World of Suzie Wong (1957) by Richard Mason, which is an
endearing love story between a British
artist and a Chinese prostitute. And there’s
Martin Booth’s memoir, Gweilo: Memories
of a Hong Kong Childhood (2004), which
reflects back to the 1950s when he lived
here as a young boy.
Writers’ love of Hong Kong as a setting
continues. Man’s Last Song (2013) by
James Tan is a dystopian and philosophical
tale set in 2090, generations after much of
the world’s population has died off due to
calamitous events (mostly of man’s
making). The Expatriates (2016) by Janice
Lee Y.K. Lee takes on the challenges facing
American expatriates. Ferry Tale (2015) by
American writer Shannon Young is a heart-warming love story
opening on the Star Ferry. And my own, Tempting the Dragon
(2015) is set in Happy Valley and is about an American teacher
whose life spirals out of control.
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Thus inspired by the many great books coming out of our
city, perhaps you feel inspired to write? If so, here are some
suggestions to help you along your journey. First, read
Dorothea Brande’s Becoming a Writer (1934) which contains
the single greatest piece of writing advice: consistently write
on a schedule and if you can’t, give it up
because “your resistance” trumps your
desire. Writing is hard and, for some, the
notion and reality are two different things.
But if your desire keeps you in the game,
read Writing Fiction: A Guide to Narrative
Craft (2007) by Janet Burroway and
Elizabeth Stucky-French. While Brande’s
book is about unleashing your unconscious
mind, this book walks you through the
mechanics of the craft. Just like a painter
must have training and vision so, too, must
a writer be creative and trained in the
mechanics of story telling.
Fortified with the knowledge thus
gained, join a group of writers to cultivate
your writing and learning. Hong Kong Writers Circle and
Women in Publishing Society, Hong Kong (WiPS) each offer
monthly socials and seminars and publish an annual anthology

F e a t u re
of their members’ work. The Hong Kong Writers Circle’s most
recent anthology is Tales of Two Cities (2015) which was a
collaboration with Singaporean writers. WiPS’ anthology,
Imprint, is published every spring and its most recent edition
was launched on April 15. For more details and submission
guidelines, visit www.hkwriterscircle.org and www.hkwips.
org. In addition to these organizations, Peel Street Poets
meets weekly in Central for an open mic night. (Visit www.
peelstreetpoetry.com.)
If you’ve decided that a writer’s life suits you but feel you
still have more to learn, you might consider some structured
programs. The University of Hong Kong has a two-year, parttime Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing in English, i.e.
MFA program. The next cycle begins September 2017 and
applications are accepted beginning in December 2016. Visit
www.english.hku/hk/mfa.htm for more information. For less
of a time commitment, you might consider courses offered
by writer’s bootcamp which has a seven-session
fundamentals course on the English language and
commentary and an intermediate series of classes on poetry,
writing under constraints, and voice, dialogue and writing
about Hong Kong. For more information, visit www.
writersbootcamp.asia.

Last but certainly not least, be an avid reader and take
every opportunity to meet other writers. Reading across
different genres will help shape your writing, and talking with
other writers demystifies the writer’s life and the publishing
process. A great opportunity for both is coming up when
Hong Kong hosts the 2016 International Literary Festival from
November 4-13. The Festival offers talks, workshops,
readings, literary lunches and panel discussions across a
range of interesting subject matters. Visit www.festival.org.hk
for the schedule of events. Coming sooner, on June 15, the
Festival will be hosting a reading and conversation with Xu Xi
on her latest novel, That Man In Our Lives (2016), a critically
acclaimed book that, according to critic Alex Kuo, “unravels
the real and imagined political and cultural identities of both
inhabitants and expatriates in Hong Kong after it aweighed is
colonial anchor . . .” Doesn’t that sound interesting?!
Some day, many of us will be living in another country and
we’ll think back on our time in Hong Kong. Writing about it
now creates a lifelong record of your experiences and
perceptions. So why not give it a try? Whether you aspire to
be a novelist or write a few short stories, a blog, or articles for
the AWA, it’s an interesting journey.

Private Events AWA Feb 2016.pdf 3 3/3/2016 11:14:00 AM
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Save the Date!
AWA 60th Anniversary Gala
Saturday, October 22nd, 2016
Aberdeen Marina Club

Celebrating 60 years of

progress, inspiration and giving.
Tickets on sale May 15th!
Early bird ticket before July 15th $1,800
Regular priced ticket after July 16th $1,950
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In Search of Discipline
by Claudia Doherty

If I’m honest, I am seeking a writers group because of my own failures. My failure to achieve, to find a
purpose, to be better (a better mother, friend, sister, wife), failures that fatigue me and make it difficult to
accomplish. Specifically, my failure to actually write (and not just snippets of stories and bad poetry) dogs
me. The notion that if I just had a deadline I would write the 1,000 words, the chapter, the novel. A deadline
imposed by others would ensure completion. This will surely give me the ever-elusive discipline that I seek.
With an eye to this goal, I joined the Hong Kong Writers Circle and inquired about a critique group.
Unfortunately I had just missed the twice-yearly Critique Group Primer/ Networking Session. (The next one
will be held in September). Instead, I sent my name and details, explaining that I was looking for a fiction
writing group that ideally would meet during the day; hopefully one will come through.
As a member, I receive emails about events and so registered for a panel discussion entitled Planning
Your Novel, which was moderated by Peter Humphreys. There were about twenty people there who met at
Wynd, the co-working space in LKF. The wine was flowing and questions were encouraged. Three local
authors spoke about their experience writing and getting
published.
Each had a slightly different perspective; James DiBiasio
writes international thrillers set in Asia, he was self deprecating
and spoke of writing on the tiny kitchen counter of his
apartment. Philippe Espinasse is a former finance guy who’s
written a crime thriller. He runs his own company so carves
out snippets of time to write and relies on his wife to edit his
work. And Shannon Young, a former schoolteacher has written
a young adult fantasy series under the pseudonym Jordan
Rivet. She’s very disciplined, treating her writing as a full time
job, heading out to the coffee shop each morning. The event
was interesting and well organized.
I also took a course with the Writer’s Bootcamp, which is a
newly created writing program offering a series of intensive
workshops. They offer a free introductory class entitled Words
and Meaning; The history of English and its effect on
vocabulary. There were about 10 of us, mostly women. I was
greeted with a glass of white wine at the Paddyfield.com office space near Hong Kong University by Peter
Gordon, editor of the Asian Review of Books.
I’ve taken many classes and workshops over the years. This was the first that delved so deeply into
etymology. Peter is well versed in the roots of modern language. He did seem to have a specific “right
way” and “wrong way” to write and has some pet peeves of the written word. I had been thrilled to see
this course on offer as it seemed exactly what I needed to jump start my writing and I wanted it to work
even as I suspected it wouldn’t.
It was a highly structured atmosphere. I think I write more in the murky grey, starting my sentences
with conjunctions (Because I want to…) forming new words on a whim (her hair was scunned back into a
bun) leaving sentences in messy fragments. I didn’t register for the writer’s bootcamp but haven’t ruled it
out.
There seems a small but dedicated pack of aspiring writers in Hong Kong that I’ll continue to pursue
with hopes that a little of their discipline will rub off on me.
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More Writing in Hong Kong
By Dimple Shah

Nuri Vittachi, Chetan Bhagat, Adeline Yen Mah…
What the above names have in common, aside from
being popular and successful authors, is the fact that they all
started their writing careers right here in Hong Kong.
With the explosive changes in the publishing industry,
with the advent of e-book readers, followed by the boom in
self-publishing and print on demand technology, it has never
been easier for aspiring writers to get their manuscripts in the
hands of eager readers.
Hong Kong’s unique position as the bridge between
Eastern and Western sensibilities, as well as being a hub of
cosmopolitan talent from all over the world makes it an
important center for the publishing industry. Two of the city’s
main events – The Hong Kong Book Fair and the Hong Kong
Literary Festivals routinely see record crowds and have
attracted big names from the publishing industry, and talks
and workshops by topnotch authors are routinely sold out.
Hong Kong’s coffee shops are awash with the sound of
fingers typing out the next blockbuster.
It is said that writing is a lonely profession, and all one
needs to begin a writing career is pen, paper, and the will to
put them together. For those who may require a bit of
handholding as they set off on their writing adventure,
however, the city offers a helping hand by way of several
different channels.

Writing Courses
At the moment only Hong Kong University (HKU) offers
an MFA in Creative Writing. Visit www.english.hku.hk/mfa.
htm for further details.
Last year the only other university to offer the programme,
City University of Hong Kong, shut down their MFA
programme.
HKU Space, which is the part time and short courses
division of HKU, periodically offers short courses lasting 2-3
months in several modules such as Short Story writing,
Memoir writing, Poetry writing, etc. Visit www.hkuspace.hku.
hk for further details.

Writing Groups
The Hong Kong Writer’s Circle was founded in 1991 and
aims to bring together writers across all genres, who are
living and working in Hong Kong. Aside from monthly get
together evenings for members to meet and socialize, the
group also conducts seminars and writing workshops, hosts
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critique groups and invites submission from members for
their annual anthology. Annual membership is HKD 550. Visit
www.hkwriterscircle.com for further details.
The Hong Kong Women in Publishing Society (HKWIPS)
comprise women who are involved in some aspect of the
publishing industry – authors, publishers editors, poets,
illustrators, copywriters, etc. They host events such as talks,
seminars, workshops and competitions. Annual membership
is HKD 500. Visit www.hkwips.org for further information.
Every year, the month of November sees the advent of
NaNoWriMo – National Novel Writing Month, in the United
States. This month-long festival has caught on all over the
world, as participating writers endeavor to pen an entire
novel, comprising at least 50000 words, in the span of one
month. In Hong Kong, several local chapters of writers
usually plan group writing sessions and much needed support
to cross the finish line. More information can be found closer
to November each year at www.nanowrimo.org.
The social networking site Meetups can also be a good
source to find writing circles and groups close to you. Check
out the offerings at www.meetups.com and if you don’t find
what you are looking for, you can always start your own
Meetup group.
Aside from the above local options, there are a whole
host of tools and resources available online. Books, blogs,
podcasts, writing conferences, critiquing groups, selfpublishing tips – help is close at hand. For aspiring authors,
there has never been a better time to embark on their writing
journey. If you feel you have a story in you, one that only you
can tell, now is the time to make it happen. From one writer
to another – stop procrastinating and get on with it!

F e a t u re

Tanvi’s top 10 - HK Blogs
By Tanvi Gupta

This month for my top 10, we decided to look at the
top blogs in Hong Kong. I jumped at the chance. Its blogs,
which by definition reside on the www. All that I needed to
do was a spot of googling. Right? Wrong!
For sure, there has been a lot of surfing of the internet
involved. What I underestimated was the time needed. When
you look up Hong Kong blogs all manner of stuff comes up.
There are blogs on fashion, travel, expat life, local life, satirical,
humorous, political, financial … and the list goes on. So for
the below list I came up with certain criteria – the blogger
should have had a post in the last
six months, the content should be
focused on Hong Kong for the most
part, the blog shouldn’t look like a
second cousin to a billboard (with a
strong family resemblance), and
most important I should enjoy
reading it (no rants please!).
Here are my top 10, in no
particular order:
http://lesleycroftblog.typepad.
com/: The tagline reads ‘Diary of an
English expat living and working in
Hong Kong.’ This pretty much sums
it up. The blog covers all topics from
National Theater screenings to men
with moustaches. The style is crisp,
if a tad dry.
http://miss-fong.blogspot.hk : This one is funny, as in
holding-my-jiggly-belly-and-guffawing funny. The writer’s funny
take on the myriad daily stumbles in a typical Hong Kong day
make for good reading.
http://maximumcitymadam.blogspot.hk/: Written by our
very own AWAre editor Lindsey. I was torn about including
this one. But I figured it was only fair to do so since it is just
terrific reading and meets all my criteria. The tone is
humorous, and the content does make you pause and think a
little about the world around us.
https://bluebalu.com/ : Bluebalu’s writing is pretty straightforward and factual. What I love is that her blog is informative.
She makes it a point to add a lot of detail and pictures about
any topic she covers – hikes, food, trips, and neighborhoods.

https://expatlingo.com/ : The writer is a serial expat, and
writes with wit (tinged with a touch of irony) about all things
expat (I feel like the name is self-explanatory, honestly).
https://rachttlg.com/ : Written by one of the past editors of
Sassymama, the blog focusses on reviewing beauty products
and food (unlikely combination?) though she throws in a bit of
this, that and the other too. The content may not always
titillate the little grey cells but the reviews are thorough, the
blog is well laid out, and the food pics are simply
scrumptious!
http://www.styleinkhk.com/ : A
fashion blog cataloging ideas that
work for the blogger AND her kids,
the blog has very little written
content and is all about the photos.
While I cannot imagine my toddler
having any patience with a
photoshoot ( we usually just get an
ear or a tuft of hair as he whizzes by
just as I push click), but the pictures
in this blog are lovely, with
wonderful styling, superb use of
light, fun and a cuteness overload
that I am a total sucker for.
http://mintmochamusings.com/ :
Written by a former news anchor,
this blog is very well-written. The writer has recently moved
to mainland China, but it’s still great reading – and a lot of
topics still very much relatable.
http://www.asiseeithk.com/ : Most people in Hong Kong
who read or write blogs have probably heard of Jason Ng.
This blog is his commentary on the changing Hong Kong
socio-political landscape. I have also read his first book, which
was a collection of essays on Hong Kong. His writing style is
crisp, engaging and he does tell it like he sees it.
http://johnjemi.blogspot.hk/ : A birding blog. This one is
definitely a “strongly recommend.” Its chock full of pictures of
birds. Birds taking off, birds landing, birds midflight - each one
is more beautiful than the one before. You will be amazed at
the variety of species we have right here in 852!
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American Women’s
Women’s Association
Association
The American
invites you to the

AWA
AWARDS
TEA
2015/16

at the
American Club,
28 Tai Tam Road, Tai Tam
9:30am to noon
Friday June 3th 2016

Reg
is
fro ter
Ma m
y1
st

Please join the celebrations as AWA honors Hong Kong charities.
This complimentary event is a benefit of AWA membership. Registration is required. There will be no
parking available, please plan to take taxis or public transportation.
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This Boarding Life
By Polly Gordon

I am a boarder as well as a hoarder, which is not ideal
when it’s time to pack up at the end of term. “Remember
ladies, I want rooms empty, windows shut and lights off.
Anything left behind will be thrown away,” yells matron as she
patrols the corridors. I stand in my room surrounded by piles
of books, lava lamps, posters of Ryan Gosling, hockey sticks
and mountains of clothes. I am almost paralysed with
helplessness because I don’t know where to start.
It’s all right for my mates who hop over my
piles of junk with just a phone in one hand and a
hoodie in the other. “Have a good break, miss
you already,” they shout before jumping into
the family 4x4 and heading home. If only it
were that simple for me. My home is 6000
miles away in Hong Kong and my luggage
allowance is a meagre 23 kilos. As a 16-yearold girl, I have 23 kilos of hair and make
up products alone. Why don’t the
airlines understand these basic
things?
Living abroad is a blessing and a
curse. I love living in Hong Kong
during the holidays but getting there
and back with 23 kilos of essentials
is almost impossible. And now with
GCSEs coming up, I have to lug
eleven subjects’ worth of books
and folders thousands of miles
across the world.
As an overseas student, I am
allowed to leave some stuff in the
storage room downstairs but I
never know what to leave and what
to take. To take it or to leave it, that

is the question.
Grandma turns up in her snazzy electric blue Peugeot.
She’s already collected my brother Hugh who is sitting on his
bags in the back seat, neck cocked against the ceiling. I
squeeze in too and we bumble off to grandma’s house where
we sleep for a straight 24 hours before flying home. Once I
have decided on the golden 23 kilos, I can relax a bit and
enjoy the journey. We’ve been travelling on our own
since we were 13. First Hugh and then both of us
together. We no longer have ‘unaccompanied
minor’ status because at 16 and 18, we’re too old
and anyway, I much prefer travelling
unchaperoned. I take the window, Hugh takes
the aisle and we cross our fingers we won't
have an arm rest hogger seated between us.
Twelve hours later we land in Hong
Kong, traditionally meeting Mum in
Starbucks where she’ll be waiting
with frappes. It’s a great feeling to
arrive home, see what’s new and
then flump on your own bed. We
have moved around many times
but home sweet home is where
your family is and every home
we’ve ever had smells the same,
old wood and spicy candles.
That first night, I wake up
sweaty and disorientated every
couple of hours and in the morning
I’m more exhausted than ever. I
trudge into the living room half
awake to see mum who gives me
a cuddle and asks: “So when does
the revision start?”
May 2016 AWARE 13

AWA in the 1980s

Witness to two societal changes: the PC
revolution and preparation for hand off
By Rachel Parker
Our time travel through AWA’s history has had one constant up
until the mid 1980s: All of the registrations, calendars, and payments
were handled by a large crew of volunteers keeping paper records
and boxes of receipts. More volunteers were needed to make phone
calls to update schedules and coordinate activities. But in 1984, the
vÕÌÕÀi V>i Ì Ì i Ƃ7Ƃ vwVi  ii`Þ ,>`  Ì i vÀ v >
`>Ìi` }Ì> µÕ«iÌ À«°,>LÜ«iÀÃ>V«ÕÌiÀ°
This early computer would eventually be replaced by an IBM PC XT
system (1987) and the AWA’s usage of computing tools—as well as
its membership’s computing knowledge – from there. Today’s
website, on-line registrations, magazine and on-line forums, and
payment processing are all offshoots of the technology revolution of
the 1980s.
,i>`}Ì ÀÕ} Ì i`Ƃ7ƂƂÕ>,i«ÀÌÃÀiÛi>ÃÀiÌ >ÕÃÌ
income and expenses. American
Üi}}Ì i£näÃÜiÀi
action-oriented advocates for change. In
£nÈ]Ì iwÀÃÌÃÃÕivƂ7ƂÀi>}>âi
rolled off the presses (made possible,
again, thanks to that DEC computer).
Start-up bumps were many, but the
30-page magazine included advertising
from credit card companies, restaurants
that specialized in Western foods, United
Airlines, and cosmetic companies.
Articles covered AWA’s charitable
«ÀiVÌÃ]Ì«ÃvÀ>`ÕÃÌ}Ì}}
living – and re-entry to US living – and
horoscope listings.
New members – also known as new arrivals – brought fresh
ideas to AWA: A choir was started in September and
performed by December at the holiday party. Two musicals
were staged – giving outlet to many theater-oriented arrivals,
as well as familiar entertainment to all.
As many were pondering how to adapt to the personal
V«ÕÌiÀ>}i] ÀÌ>Ü>ÃVÃ`iÀ}}}½ÃvÕÌÕÀi>`
how to handover governance of the city to the People’s
,i«ÕLV v >° / i ÌÜ }ÛiÀiÌÃ Ã}i` / i Ì
Declaration in December of 1984, establishing a timeline for

1956
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>`ÛiÀ£Ç®]}}½ÃVÃÌÌÕÌqÀ >ÃV
Law – as well as China’s 1 Country – 2 Systems philosophy. And, although universal suffrage was not
a right of Hongkongers during British rule, it was
described as a goal for after the handover.
With an eye toward the future, and at the
suggestion of the colonial government, the AWA
added an Asian Affairs Seminar program, according to the president’s message. Experts in Asian
history, culture, and politics were brought in to
«ÀiÃiÌÃÕV Ì«VÃ>Ãº}}Lifore the British
Administration,” “Growing up Eurasian,”
>`º}}Ì i>Viv£Ç°»
/ i Ã}wV>Vi v Ì i Ƃ7Ƃ½Ã vÕ`À>Ã}
and support for education – especially for
girls – gained the attention of the Hong
} i«>ÀÌiÌ v `ÕV>Ì°  £nÇ]
AWA worked with the department to formalize its process for awarding money
to local schools and students. It created
the AWA Secondary Schools Scholarship
Awards, giving scholarships to 20 needy
ÃV Ã  } }] >` Ì i 6V>tional Training awards for young women
attending technical schools.
Expat ranks grew dramatically through
the 1980s, and AWA membership also
grew steadily through the 1980s: in
1988 there were more than 1,600
members. Yet, the expat experience is
one of transience: as new members
arrive, many others leave. This
sentiment was summed up poignantly
LÞ ,L ° V ÌiÀ] «ÀiÃ`iÌ v Ƃ7Ƃ
1987-1988:
“Many of the women I have worked
with during my year (as president) have
moved on to new homes and new women have come to take their place. With
the new faces come new ideas and
changes occur. Changes are always
better for our organization because it keeps us in line with
the current needs of the people we support.”
Wise words.

2016
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Lord Buddha’s
Birthday

By Tanvi Gupta

Buddha’s birthday,
the day the founder of
Buddhism Siddhartha
Gautama is believed to
have been born, is one of
the bigger religious
celebrations in Hong Kong.
It is celebrated on the 8th
day of the 4th moon in the
lunar calendar, normally in
April or May on the
Gregorian calendar. This
year it falls on May 14th. It
is a national holiday here in
Hong Kong.
Across Asia the celebrations may vary a little based on the
different schools of Buddhism. In Hong Kong, the day is
marked by bathing the Buddha statue. According to legend,
when the baby Buddha was born nine dragons sprayed water
to celebrate his birth. The ceremony is symbolic of cleansing
your soul.
There are several monasteries in Hong Kong and all of
them celebrate the day. All monasteries are decorated with
lanterns, flowers and with offerings of fruit and incense.
However the biggest and grandest celebrations are at Po Lin
monastery on Lantau Island. The Buddha statue here is the
tallest of an outdoor, bronze, seated Buddha, and hence
around Hong Kong the monastery is popularly referred to as
Big Buddha.
Along with the Buddha bathing ritual, there are several
cultural activities organized in and around the monastery as
well. There are group chanting sessions, acrobat
demonstrations, sale booths, vegetarian cooking stalls etc.
There are several ways to get to the Po Lin monastery, but
the nicest is by cable car. But beware the queues, which can
stretch for miles on this day. There are other monasteries in
Hong Kong, most notable being Tsing Shan, which is probably
the oldest. As you plan your day, do remember that it is a
national holiday, and most places would be crowded. So start
early and be ready for some neighborly jostling!
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Pathfinders

By Wendy Leung

In Hong Kong, many of us are fortunate to be supported
by foreign domestic helpers who provide invaluable
assistance caring for our homes, children and elderly so we
may enjoy freedom to work and contribute outside.
Our domestic helpers often suspend their own personal
lives to support ours, but sometimes their personal affairs are
impactful. It should come as no surprise that of the 300,000
foreign domestic helpers who work in Hong Kong, about
6,000 become pregnant each year. Many of these women
are financially and socially vulnerable. Often unable to return
to their home countries, they end up having unregistered
children in Hong Kong. This only deepens their cycle of
poverty and disenfranchisement.
Recently some AWA Charitable Donations Committee
members were privileged to meet a special charity which is
supporting vulnerable migrants in crisis. PathFinders has
provided protection to over 3,300 migrant mothers and their
children since 2008. This caring organization provides free
access to meet fundamental needs such as food & shelter,
as well as free education, healthcare, legal assistance, and
home country integration. Their life-saving services are so in
demand that Pathfinders found its caseload increased by a
staggering 22% in 2015!
Expectant migrant mothers typically hear about
PathFinders through community outreach. PathFinders

ensures that mothers and their children are safe from
immediate danger and adequately housed and fed. The caring
staff and volunteers of Pathfinders also provide free
healthcare and prenatal & postnatal education & support,
often in multiple native languages. Migrant mothers are also
advised of their legal rights, and are provided free legal
services to either register their children legally in Hong Kong,
put up their children for adoption, or return safely to their
home countries. PathFinders also partners with several other
charities to ensure that migrants take advantage of other
support networks and resources available here.
PathFinders receives no government funding but relies
entirely upon donations of time, diverse skills, baby supplies
and cash contributions. If you would like to become involved,
the charity welcome all volunteers including health care
practitioners, PR & communications professionals, event
organizers, fundraisers, lawyers, and women who simply love
children.
By offering migrant mothers and their children a lifeline,
PathFinders helps ensure these integral members of Hong
Kong society have a safe and sustainable future. The work of
Pathfinders is an inspiration to the AWA’s Charitable Donations
committee. To find out more about PathFinders and how you
can volunteer or partner with them, please visit their website
at:www.PathFinders.org.hk.
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Explore Wan Chai
Wan Chai has recently undergone an urban renewal and
revitalisation of its local architecture. Restaurants offering a
variety of international cuisines, modern shops, cupcake and
coffee shops have set up either in new buildings or old
buildings that have been renovated; truly a mix of old and
new.
Start by taking the MTR to Wan Chai, Exit A3, come out
turn left, cross over and walk left along Johnston Road for
approximately 10 minutes to where Johnston and Hennessy
Roads interconnect and then turn right into Mallory Street.
Alternatively you can use tram stops 45E (Fleming Road) or
54W (Burrows Street).
Halfway down on your right (7
Mallory Street) you will see the Green
House (so named because it was
painted green) which is one of the few
remaining ‘tong lau’ (shophouse) with
balconies. Traditionally Southeast Asian
shophouses are 2 – 3 stories high with a
shop on the ground floor and residencies
above. First built in the 1910s this block
of 10 tenement houses was renovated
in 2013 and now houses Comix Home
B a s e ( C H B w e b s i t e : w w w.
comixhomebase.com.hk). Managed by
the Hong Kong Arts Centre, its goal is to
be a platform for local and overseas
comics and animation industries. In the
ground floor lobby they have a leaflet which discusses the
architectural features. As you walk around the four floors
there are also photos which document the revitalisation of
the internal timber staircases, French doors, iron balustrades,
cantilevered balconies and timber roof. It’s worth standing
across the road to look at the building so you can admire its
façade.
The building houses galleries which exhibit animation and
comics, flea + cents (2/F, Open: Tues – Sunday 1 pm – 8 pm,
closed Monday) a shop which sells an eclectic mix of
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By Frances Nicholls

furniture, lighting and collectibles, Comix Salon (2/F Open:
Noon – 8 pm, closed Monday) which has a collection of local
comics and there are also various food places. Several of the
shops are closed on Mondays so best to make your trip here
Tuesday – Sunday.
After walking round the building a great place to stop for a
break is the Queen’s Café (1/F, Open: 11.30 am – 10.30 pm,
Tel: 2116 1910). A retro café with great service, you can sit by
the window looking out into the courtyard listening to their
mix tape with music from the 70s and 80s. They have an
afternoon tea set for two for HK$185 (2.30 pm – 5.30 pm).
Calling itself a Russian restaurant (perhaps
because they serve borsch) they have an
extensive menu and we had the beef
kebabs which were very tender. A throw
back which hails from the 80s is hot
lemon coke which I can recommend,
especially good if you have a sore throat.
On the ground floor is Queen’s
Konditorei (Open: 8 am – 7 pm) which
sells a selection of biscuits which in
continuing with the Russian theme of
Queen’s Café sells nougat in cute
cardboard packets which look like Russian
dolls.
If you are interested, CHB will run
English docent tours for 10 – 20 people.
Contact them on chb@hkac.org.hk or Tel:
2824 5303 two weeks prior to the planned visit.
Come back to Johnston Road and retrace your steps
following the tram tracks. Walk for about five minutes just
before Tram Stop 56W (O’Brien Road) and then you turn left
into Stone Nullah Lane.
Chinese like the use of nicknames and hence Wan Chai
has Wedding Card Street and Toy Street, my nickname for this
lane is ‘Diet Aid’ Lane due to the overwhelming assault to
your sense of smell as you enter this lane heading up to Wan
Chai market. If you have a delicate stomach make sure to

F e a t u re
take a breath before you start your walk up this lane. As you
walk along you will see a multitude of open-air shops selling
very fresh fish and meat with a fancy dress shop thrown in
for good measure. The butcher shop on the left at the lane
doesn’t seem to like wastage and so you will see some quite
unique cow parts hanging here.
At the end of this lane turn right along the market for one
block then right again into Tai Yuen Street, it will become
immediately obvious why this is nicknamed ‘Toy Street’. A
great place to buy presents for children (or yourself) and also
festive decorations.
Halfway down on the left is Se Wong Sun, a shop selling
snake products but their menu isn’t in English so best to go
with a local friend if you are feeling adventurous. As is so
typical in Chinese medicine, the snake meat and bile are
thought to be powerful aphrodisiacs, personally, I’d rather eat
oysters.
Continue your walk down and turn left onto Johnston
Road and after a few minutes’ walk you will come to Lee Tung
Avenue (The Avenue) on your left.
The Avenue is a new housing development which has a
200 metre pedestrianised area down the middle between
Johnston Road and Queen’s Road East – a delight from the

usual traffic onslaught. As you stroll up the middle of The
Avenue you are delighted by the long row of red lanterns and
bronze statues; an excellent photo opportunity and great
place to take your visitors.
The Avenue was previously ‘Wedding Card Street’ and to
honour this fact in the middle of The Avenue you can take
escalators down and here you will find shops selling items
pertaining to weddings such as wedding invites, tea, jewellery
and cakes. A branch of the Wing Wah bakery chain sells
traditional Chinese wedding cakes (marry girl or dowry cakes)
– sponge cakes filled with different types of paste (lotus,
green mung bean) stamped in red on the top with the double
happiness symbol. These can be given in cute little red
presentation boxes which they also sell. Another Cantonese
treat is sweetheart cake or ‘Wife Cake’ which is made with
flaky pastry, winter melon, almond paste, sesame and spiced
with five spice powder. Wing Wah also has a great window
display of traditional Chinese wedding items.
You won’t lack for food as along The Avenue there are
numerous different food places such as Le Pain Quotidien
and Hei House. Go to their website - www.leetungavenue.
com.hk if you want to know more about the shops,
restaurants and activities on The Avenue.
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Seoul Food
STrEET FOOD is the soul of any country. It reflects the
culture, the ingenuity of the vendor and is usually walletfriendly. Seoul has a strong street food culture. Eat by the
food stall and give the vendor a big grin letting him or her
know how much you enjoyed it before moving on to the next
yummy stall. Here is my list of must-try street food. Not an
exhaustive list but enough to get you started.
Mandu (만두) Korean dumplings that are stuffed with
various fillings such as meat, noodles, and vegetables.
Steamed or fried, eat it while it’s hot.
Tornado Potato (회오리 감자) Potato on a huge stick! The
humble potato is spiralized, skewered, fried and seasoned.
Sweet Potato (고구마 ) Cubes of sweet potato that are
fried and skewered – perfect for cold weather.
Tteokbokki (떡볶이) These are rice cakes (shaped short
ropes) swimming in spicy red sauce. The rice cakes are
chewy, homey and warming. The red sauce is made with
gochujang (Korean chili paste). Be warned- it’s spicy!
Odeng (오뎅 ) Cooked in broth, these are flattened and
skewered fish cakes. It is usually served with the broth on
the side.
Dalggochi (닭꼬치 ) Pieces of dark-meat chicken that are
skewered and grilled. Some vendors offer sauces of varying
degrees of spiciness. I saw one that has mild, hot, very hot,
and nuclear sauces.
Mayagimbap (마약김밥 ) Literally means drug gimbap as
they are considered to be highly addictive. Looks like a long
thin sushi but usually made with vegetables like carrots and
radish.
Hotteok (호떡): A cross between state fair fried dough
filled with sugar, nuts, honey, cinnamon, rainbows, and fairy
dust… If mayagimbap is a drug for some, hotteok is my
personal morphine. Hotteok is shaped into a four-inch disc
and shallow fried in oil.
Gyeranbbang (계란빵 ) Egg bread that is sweet and
savory at the same time. Breakfast of champions!
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By Shelda Chickles

Bungeobbang (붕어빵) Fish bread that is not made of fish.
For my fish-allergic daughter, this is nirvana. Shaped like a
fish, this baked pastry is filled with sweet red bean. There is
also a croissant version but the original fish shaped is much
more to my liking.
My advice: Don’t throw your trash in another vendor’s
trashcan and don’t take a photo without ordering first.
Meokkesseumnidal! (That’s Korean for bon appetite!)
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Aunt Vera´s Attic
by Erika McDonald

My neighbour in Sweden, who happens to be a
diplomat’s wife, asked me what I did that was ‘mine’. What
do you do? What’s your thing? What makes you happy? This
was the moment that I really began to think about what I
should do with this gift of time I enjoy as an expat wife. I
figured out early on that I suck at being a housewife. I hate
cleaning, I am messy and disorganised and find pedicures
boring. I am a failure in the kitchen and I have little interest in
my husband’s work. The thought of never working again filled
me with dread but I wasn’t willing to give up the flexibility I
enjoyed. I have two children living at the other side of the
world so I wanted to be able to hang out with them in our
Swedish summer house whenever I felt like it. I needed to do
something and I needed to do it wherever and whenever.
I have always loved sewing and making clothes. Before I
made clothes for myself, I made clothes for my Trolls and
my dolls. I went to Art School and did a degree in Fashion
Design. I worked as a design room assistant for a few years
and later switched to theatre costumes. At the same time
my parents started a company making licensed products
from Swedish children’s books. The company was growing
and needed help so I joined them and worked at the
company for many years. Moving to Hong Kong put an end
to all that and I was grateful to have a break from work,

with more time for my family and myself.
One of my other loves is vintage and old things in general.
In the town where my parents live there are some really good
charity shops and every time I paid a visit I ended up buying
loads of things. I was particulalry interested in old textiles,
embroidered tablecloths and croched doilies - so much
amazing work by women – now on the scrap heap. Even
though it was a bit sad, I was pleased to have discovered it,
because I could truly appreciate how much time and effort
had gone into producing all these small pieces of art.
I made a few mock-ups to see if the idea of appliquéing
these art works onto cushion covers worked but was really
not sure how to proceed from there. Then a friend in Hong
Kong, who has a leather business, told me about a craft fair
he rated and convinced me to go and sell my cushions there.
I set myself a goal to produce 40 cushion-covers and
spent a lot of time sewing on trains and in hotel-rooms to
meet my target. Each cushion is made by hand so they take
time. Before the fair I was very nervous because my cushions
are very personal to me and I worried that other people
wouldn’t like them. Fortunately, most of them sold and now I
am embarking on the next step… a shop on Etsy. So this is
what I do. This makes me happy, this is my thing.
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Book now for Asian Tours

All you have to do is pack your bags, get your visa and go – AWA’s Asian Tours are all-inclusive!
ASIAN TOURS 2015-2016 TRIPS
Trip Date

Destination

Sign-Up Start Date

Leader

September 2016
October 2016
November 2016
February 2017
March 2017
May 2017

Bhutan – Land of Thunder Dragon
Vietnam – Spectacular Sapa –Hanoi & Northern Vietnam
Yunnan China
Nanjing China
Shaolin China
Guilin China

Registration On-going
Registration May 5
Registration TBD
Registration TBD
Registration TBD
Registration TBD

Diane Lamboley 9020 9385
Julie Naughton 9028 6606
Angela Bellas 9822 3793
Sandra Gallaudet 9253 0318
Kate Mahjoubian 6462 6559
Rebecca Wong 9278 2727

For more information on any trip, please contact the trip leader. The AWA office will not have the information.

Yunnan – China –
November 2016

Rich in natural resources and boasting the largest diversity of
plant life, Yunnan is a breathtaking region known for souring
mountain ranges and beautiful river valleys. Join Asian Tours
for a remarkable tour of this region.
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Spectacular Sapa –
Vietnam – October 2016

Hanoi and Sapa offer the best of Vietnam and this tour
captures it! There will be cooking, culture, scenic treks and an
overnight train ride that never ceases to thrill! This is truly an
experience you will not want to miss!

C A L E N D A R O F FEEV aETNuT RS E

May 2016

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Photography Walk and
Learn – Hong Kong Park
When: Wednesday, 4 May,
9:45 – 12pm
Noonday Gun and Lunch at
the Royal Hong Kong Yacht
Club
When: Thursday, 5 May,
11:30am -1:30pm
Cooking Demo Afternoon Tea and
Appetizers
When: Friday, 6 May,
13.00am – 17:00pm
Porcelain, Porcelain
and More Porcelain
When: Monday, 9 May,
9:15am – 3:00pm
Guided Tour of Hong Kong
Monetary Authority
When: Monday, 9 May,
10:00am – 12:00pm
Bowerbird Home Series:
Porcelain Master Class
When: Wednesday, 11 May,
10:30-12:00pm

Health and Wellness Series:
Sugar Blues Workshop
When: Wednesday, 11 May,
10:00am – 11:30pm
Registration must be received
by: Thursday, 5 May
Salvatore Ferragamo
Interactive Scarf-Tying
Workshop
When: Tuesday, 17 May,
10:00am – 11:30am
Flower Arranging –
Lace Baskets
When: Tuesday, 17 May,
10:15am – Noon
Health and Wellness Series:
Introduction to Access
BodyTalk technique
When: Wednesday, 18 May,
10:00am – 11:30pm
Registration must be received
by: Thursday, 12 May
Hong Kong Observatory
Guided Tour
When: Thursday, 19 May,
12:45pm – 4:00pm

Cooking Japanese at
Home #2 – Sushi Party
When: Thursday 19 May,
10:30am – 1:00pm
Historical Talk with Jason
Wordie: Hong Kong in
Transformation – Life in
the 1960’s
When: Thursday, 19 May,
10:00am - Noon
Emeralds, Rubies and
Sapphires
When: Monday, 23 May,
9:45 am – 12:30pm
Rescuing Enslaved Elephants What does it take?
When: Monday, 23 May, 1:30pm
– 3:00pm
Local Shopping –
The Best In Kowloon
When: Wednesday, 25 May,
10:30am – 3pm
Sun & Swim Junk Cruise
When: Thursday, 26 May,
9:45 – 4:00 PM

June 2016

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Introduction to Pearl Knotting
and Necklace Creating (Beginner
and Intermediate)
When: Monday, 2 June,
9:30am – 12:30pm
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LOCAL TOURS AND ACTIVITIES

Photography Walk and LearnHong Kong Park
When:

Wednesday, May 4 2016
9:45 am – 12 pm
8IFSF 1BDJmD1MBDF4UBSCVDLT
$PTU NFNCFST

NFNCFSTHVFTUT
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPST,BUF.BIKPVCJBO
(SBCZPVSDBNFSBGPSBXJMEMJGFQIPUPHSBQIZ
XPSLTIPQXJUI"TJBTUPQXJMEMJGFQIPUPHSBQIFS 
1FUFS:VFO-FBSOJOHQIPUPHSBQIZJOUIFGJFME JO
BOEBSPVOEUIFBWJBSZJO)POH,POH1BSLBMMPXTVT
QMFOUZPGDPMPSGVMTVCKFDUTPOXIJDIUPQSBDUJDFMPUT
PGUFDIOJRVFT GSPNCBTJDUPBEWBODFEMFWFM8FXJMM
XBMLUISPVHIPVSDBNFSBBOEMFOTTFUUJOHTCFGPSF
IFBEJOHJOUPUIFBWJBSZUPHFUPVSOFXCFTUTIPUTþ

Noonday
Gun and Lunch at the
Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club
8IFO 5IVSTEBZ .BZ
11:30 am - 1:30 pm
8IFSF-PCCZPGUIF&YDFMTJPS)PUFM

JO$BVTFXBZ#BZ
$PTU NFNCFS

NFNCFSTHVFTU
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPST4VTBO8BMMBDF

+BOF#VDL
5IJTXJMMCFBGVOPVUJOH5IF
/PPOEBZ(VOJTGJSFEFWFSZEBZ
BUUXFMWFOPPOBUUIFFEHFPGUIF
)BSCPVSJO$BVTFXBZ#BZ5IFGJSJOH
PGUIF/PPOEBZ(VOJTBUSBEJUJPO

EBUJOHCBDLUPUIFFBSMZEBZTPG
)POH,POH0SJHJOBMMZGJSFEBTB
HSFFUJOHXIFOUIF5BJQBOPG+BSEJOFT
)PVTFMFGUPSSFUVSOFEUP)POH,POH 
UIFiGJSJOHPGUIFOPPOEBZHVOw
IBTCFDPNFBUJNFTJHOBMTFSWJDF
QSPWJEFECZ+BSEJOFTFWFSZEBZBU
OPPO8FXJMMNFFUJOUIFMPCCZPG
UIF&YDFMTJPS)PUFMBOEGPMMPXUIF
UXJTUJOHVOEFSHSPVOEQBTTBHFXBZUP
UIFQMBUGPSNXIFSFUIFHVOJTIPVTFE
8FMMPCTFSWFUIFHVOTGJSJOH BOE
UIFOUBLFBTIPSUXBMLPWFSUPUIF
3PZBM)POH,POH:BDIU$MVCGPSB
EFMJDJPVTMVODI BUTIBSFEFYQFOTF 

Cooking Demo - Afternoon
Tea and Appetizers
When:

Friday, 6 May
1:00pm – 5:00pm
3FHJTUFSCZ.POEBZ .BZ
8IFSF 'MBU" #SBOLTPNF$SFTU 

"5SFHVOUFS1BUI .JEMFWFMT
$PTU NFNCFST

NFNCFSTHVFTU
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPST-FOB;BLIBSPWB

24 aWaRE May 2016

)BWJOHBGFXGSJFOETPWFSGPSESJOLTPSBO
BGUFSOPPOUFB :PVEPOUIBWFUPBMXBZT

DBMMBDBUFSFSPSCVZEFTTFSUTmMMFEXJUI
TVHBSUIBUXJMMNBLFZPVCPVODFPGGUIF
XBMMTþ:PVDBO%P*U:PVSTFMG PSXJUIUIF
BJEPGBUSVTUFEIFMQFS "GFXBQQFUJ[FST
BOEBDPVQMFPGTXFFUIFBMUIZUSFBUTBSF
POUIFNFOVBMPOHXJUIBOJDFDVQPGUFB
PSDBQQVDDJOP
$PNFBOEFOKPZBOBGUFSOPPOPGDPPLJOH
XJUI-FOBoBOBWJEDPPLBOEBO
*OUFHSBUJWF/VUSJUJPO)FBMUI$PBDI FBHFS
UPTIBSFIFSLOPXMFEHFBOEQBTTJPOGPS
XFMMCFJOH8FXJMMFOKPZBMMUIJTEFMJDJPVT
GPPEBUPVSPXOUFBUJNFþ#PO"QQFUJUþ

LOCAL TOURS AND ACTIVITIES
Porcelain, Porcelain and More
Porcelain!
When: Monday, 9 May

BNoQN BQQSPY
8IFSF .FFUJOTJEFUIF"ENJSBMUZ

.534UBUJPOOFBS.4'PPET
$PTU NFNCFST

NFNCFSTHVFTU
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPST4VTBO8BMMBDF

+BOF#VDL
8BI5VOH$IJOB POFPGUIFPMEFTUBOE
CFTULOPXOQSPEVDFSTPGSFQSPEVDUJPO
BOUJRVFQPSDFMBJOXBSFJO)POH,POH
IBTJOWJUFEVTUPUIFJS  TRGU
XBSFIPVTFJOUIF8FTUFSO%JTUSJDU8BI
5VOHQPSDFMBJODBOCFTFFOJONBOZ
)POH,POHIPUFMTJODMVEJOHUIF.BOEBSJO
0SJFOUBM &YDFMTJPS $POSBEBOE(SBOE
)ZBUU/PUPOMZXJMMXFSFDFJWFPVS"8"
EJTDPVOUPOBMMQPSDFMBJOQVSDIBTFT
BOEPOGVSOJUVSFQVSDIBTFT CVUBT
BOBEEFECPOVT8BI5VOHJTPGGFSJOH
DBTIDPVQPOTPG),GPSFWFSZ
),TQFOUTIPQQJOHPOUIFEBZ5IJT
DPVQPOPGGFSJTFYDMVTJWFUPUIJT"8"
TIPQQJOHUSJQPOMZ"GUFSBOFYIBVTUJOH
NPSOJOHPGTIPQQJOH XFXJMMSFMBY
BOEEJTDVTTPVSQVSDIBTFTPWFSMVODI
PQUJPOBM 

Guided Tour of Hong Kong
Monetary Authority
When:

Monday, 9 May
10:00am – 12:00pm
8IFSF .FFUCZUIF"QQMF4UPSF

JO*'$.BMM $FOUSBM
$PTU NFNCFS

NFNCFSTHVFTU
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPST:FMFOB;BLIBSPWB

3FHJOF1PDTBULP
&TUBCMJTIFEJOCZUIFNFSHFSPG
UXPHPWFSONFOUmOBODJBMEFQBSUNFOUT 
UIF)POH,POH.POFUBSZ"VUIPSJUZJT
SFTQPOTJCMFGPSNBJOUBJOJOHNPOFUBSZ
BOECBOLJOHTUBCJMJUZJO)POH,POH
5IF),."LFFQTUIF),EPMMBSTUBCMF 
NBOBHFTUIF&YDIBOHF'VOE PGmDJBM
)POH,POHSFTFSWFT QSPNPUFTUIF
TBGFUZPGUIF),#BOLJOHTZTUFN BOE
QSPNPUFTUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPG)POH
,POHTmOBODJBMJOGSBTUSVDUVSFFOBCMJOH
UIFTNPPUIBOEVOPCTUSVDUFEnPXPG
NPOJFT0VSWJTJUXJMMUBLFVTUPUIF
),."T5XP*'$JOGPSNBUJPODFOUFS 
XIJDIJODMVEFTBUJNFMJOFPG)POH
,POHTNPOFUBSZBOECBOLJOHIJTUPSZ 

BTXFMMBTBDVSSFODZTFDUJPOUIBUUSBDFT
EFWFMPQNFOUPGNPOFZBOECBOLJOHJO
),

Bowerbird Home Series:
Porcelain Master class

CFJOHUJSFEBOEIBWJOHMPXFOFSHZ 
%PZPVXBOUUPHBJODPOUSPMPWFSZPVS
DSBWJOHTBOEOPUEFQSJWFZPVSTFMG 
*GZPVBSFMJLFNPTUQFPQMF ZPVNBZ
IBWFTPNFJTTVFTXJUITVHBS:PVDSBWF
TVHBSZTOBDLTUPHJWFZPVFOFSHZPS
TBUJTGZUIBUTXFFUUPPUI CVUZPVFOEVQ
NPSFUJSFEBGUFS:PVBMTPOPUJDFUIBUZPV
NBZOPUCFBUZPVSJEFBMXFJHIU ZPVIBWF
QPPSTMFFQ PSPUIFSIFBMUIDPODFSOTMJLF
EVMMTLJO IFBEBDIFT PSGFFMJOHTUSFTTFE
8FMM OPUUPXPSSZ$PNFUPUIJTXPSLTIPQ
BOEMFBSO
t5IFUPQXBZTTVHBSJTOFHBUJWFMZ
BGGFDUJOHZPVSIFBMUIBOEIBQQJOFTT
t5JQTUPFBUGPPETZPVFOKPZBOEOPU
EFQSJWFZPVSTFMG
t)PXZPVSMJGFTUZMFBGGFDUTZPVSDSBWJOHT
4JHOVQJGZPVBSFSFBEZUPIBWFNPSF
FOFSHZ GFXFSDSBWJOHT BOEUBLFCBDL
DPOUSPMPGZPVSMJGF

Salvatore Ferragamo
Interactive Scarf-Tying
Workshop
When:

Wednesday, 11 May
10:30am – 12:00pm
8IFSF #PXFSCJSE)PNF 

/FX'MBHTIJQ4UPSF 

)PSJ[PO1MB[B "Q-FJ$IBV
$PTU NFNCFST

OPONFNCFST
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPS$FMJOF0$POOPS
#PXFSCJSE)PNFJTTZOPOZNPVTGPSJUT
CMVFBOEXIJUFIBOEQBJOUFE$IJOFTF
QPSDFMBJO'SPNHJOHFSKBSTUPUBCMFXBSF 
MJHIUJOH BDDFTTPSJFTBOETUPPMT UIFJS
DPMMFDUJPOJTFYUFOTJWFBOEBVUIFOUJDBMMZ
TFMFDUFE%VSJOHUIJT.BTUFSDMBTT
#PXFSCJSE)PNFXJMMDPWFSQPSDFMBJO
BQQSFDJBUJPO JODMVEJOHBCSJFGIJTUPSZ 
IPXJUJTNBEF IPXJUJTWBMVFE UIF
EJGGFSFOUTUZMFTBOEIPXUPJEFOUJGZDFSUBJO
FMFNFOUT"UUFOEFFTXJMMCFFOUJUMFEUP
PGGBMMQVSDIBTFTPOUIFEBZ

Health and Wellness Series:
Sugar Blues Workshop
When:

Wednesday, 11 May
10:00am – 11:30pm
3FHJTUFSCZ5IVSTEBZ .BZ
8IFSF "8"PGmDF
$PTU NFNCFS

NFNCFSTHVFTU
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPST:FMFOB;BLIBSPWB
%PZPVDPOTUBOUMZDSBWFTXFFUTBOEBSF
OPUTVSFXIZ "SFZPVUJSFEPGBMXBZT

8IFO 5VFTEBZ .ay
10:00am – 11:30am
8IFSF 'FSSBHBNP#PVUJRVF 

.BOEBSJO0SJFOUBM)PUFM

( $POOBVHIU3PBE

$FOUSBM
$PTU NFNCFST

NFNCFSTHVFTUT
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPST$PMMFFO)BMM 

5SBDFZ-FF)BZFT
5IFFYQFSUTBU'FSSBHBNPCPVUJRVFTJO
UIF.BOEBSJO0SJFOUBM)PUFMIBWFPGGFSFE
VTBOJOTUPSFJOUFSBDUJWFTDBSGUZJOH
XPSLTIPQ+PJOVTBTXFMFBSOUIFDMBTTJD
BOENPSFNPEFSOXBZTUPXFBSUIFTF
UJNFMFTTGBTIJPOJUFNT"OPQUJPOBMMVODI
XJMMGPMMPXBUTIBSFEFYQFOTF
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LOCAL TOURS AND ACTIVITIES
Flower Arranging – Lace
Basket
8IFO 5VFTEBZ UI.BZ
10:15am – Noon
8IFSF ,XVO5POHUIFDPPSEJOBUPSXJMM
DPOmSNEJSFDUJPOTBOENFFUJOHQPJOU
$PTU NFNCFST

NFNCFSTHVFTU
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPST,BUF.BIKPVCJBO
1SFTFOUJOHPVSnPSBMBSSBOHFNFOUTJO
BVOJRVFXBZJTPGUFOBDIBMMFOHF*O
UPEBZTDMBTT PVSJOTUSVDUPS 8JOLZ XJMM
UFBDIVTUPVTFBVOJRVF-BDF#BTLFUUP
IPMECFBVUJGVMTQSJOHnPXFST QFSGFDUGPS
BHJGUþ5IJTDMBTTJTBIZCSJEPGBIJHIMZ
TUSVDUVSFEDMBTTBOEnPXFSKBNNJOH
8JOLZXJMMQSPWJEFCBTJDJOTUSVDUJPO
BOEUFBDIWBSJPVTTLJMMTBOEUIFOUIF
QBSUJDJQBOUTXJMMCFBMMPXFEUPVTFUIBU
LOPXMFEHFUPNBLFUIFJSPXOWFSTJPOPG
UIFTBNQMFBSSBOHFNFOU1MFBTFCSJOHB
CBHUPDBSSZZPVSBSSBOHFNFOUIPNF

Health and Wellness Series:
Introduction to Access
BodyTalk technique
8IFO 8FEOFTEBZ .BZ
10:00am – 11:30pm
3FHJTUFSCZ5IVSTEBZ .BZ
8IFSF "8"PGmDF
$PTU NFNCFS

NFNCFSTHVFTU
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPST:FMFOB;BLIBSPWB

+BOF#VDL
-PPLJOHGPSBTBGF OPOJOWBTJWF BOE
ESVHGSFFTPMVUJPOUPJNQSPWFZPVS
GBNJMZTIFBMUI
5FDIOJRVFTJONJOVUFTB%BZ -FBE
BIFBMUIZBOECBMBODFEMJGF
8IBUJGZPVDBOMFBSOUPEPUIJToBOE
NPSFoJOKVTUBPOFEBZTFNJOBS
5IJTJOUSPEVDUPSZUBMLJTHJWFOCZB
#PEZ5BML1SBDUJUJPOFSBOE*OTUSVDUPSBOE
XJMMUFBDIZPVIPXUP
t4USFOHUIFOUIFJNNVOFTZTUFNBHBJOTU
WJSVTFT CBDUFSJB QBSBTJUFT BMMFSHJFTBOE
JOUPMFSBODFT
t&OIBODFGPDVTBOENFNPSZ
t*NQSPWFTMFFQBOESFMBYBUJPO
t3FTQPOEUPTNBMMFNFSHFODJFTCZ
MFBSOJOHAGBTUBJEBOENPSF

Hong Kong Observatory
Guided Tour
8IFO 5IVSTEBZ .BZ

QNoQN
8IFSF OFBS.4'PPETJOTJEFUIF

26 aWaRE May 2016

"ENJSBMUZ.534UBUJPO
$PTU NFNCFS

NFNCFSTHVFTU
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPST5SBDFZ-FF)BZFT

)FJEJ3PDLPXJU[
&WFSXBOEFSFEIPXXFBUIFSGPSFDBTUT
BSFGPSNVMBUFEBOEEJTTFNJOBUFEUPUIF
QVCMJDVTJOHUIFMBUFTUUFDIOPMPHZ +PJO
VTGPSUIJTVOJRVFFYQFSJFODFUPIBWFB
QSJWBUFHVJEFEPOFIPVSUPVSPGUIF)POH
,POH0CTFSWBUPSZ XIFSFXFXJMMPCTFSWF
IPXXFBUIFSPCTFSWBUJPOTBSFNBEF
VTJOHNFUFPSPMPHJDBMJOTUSVNFOUT5IF
HVJEFEUPVSXJMMMBTUSPVHIMZIPVS5IF
UI(PWFSOPSPS)POH,POH 4JS(FPSHF
#PXFO FTUBCMJTIFEUIFPCTFSWBUPSZJO
*UXBTCVJMUJO0CTFSWBUPSZ3PBE
JO5TJN4IB5TVJ IPXFWFSEVFUPSBQJE
VSCBOJ[BUJPOTLZTDSBQFSTOPXTVSSPVOE
JU
:PVIBWFBOPQUJPOUPTUBSUUIFUPVSXJUIB
MVODIBUTIBSFEFYQFOTFJOUIF,OVUTGPSE
5FSSBDF0CTFSWBUPSZ$PVSU WFOVFUP
CFBEWJTFE BOEGSPNUIFSFXFXJMMUBLF
BXBMLUPUIF0CTFSWBUPSZ5IPTFPQUJOH
PVUPGMVODIDBONFFUBUUIF0CTFSWBUPSZ
BU.PSFEFUBJMTXJMMCFFNBJMFE
BGUFSCPPLJOHDPOmSNBUJPO1MFBTFCSJOH
MPBEFEPDUPQVTDBSETGPSUSBOTQPSU

Cooking Japanese at Home
#2 – Sushi Party!
8IFO 5IVSTEBZ .BZ 
10:30am –1:00pm
8IFSF 'MBU" ' 

3FQVMTF#BZ3PBE
$PTU NFNCFST

NFNCFSTHVFTU
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPST*[VNJ*LFEB
*NQSFTTZPVSGBNJMJFTBOEGSJFOETCZ
IPTUJOHBTVTIJQBSUZBUZPVSIPNFþ
*OUIJTDMBTT ZPVXJMMCFJOUSPEVDFEUP
EJGGFSFOUXBZTUPQSFTFOUTVTIJEJTIFT
:PVXJMMBMTPMFBSOIPXUPQSPQFSMZTMJDF
mTIGPSTVTIJ%JTIFTJODMVEFTVTIJCBMMT
UFNBSJ[VTIJ UVOBUBSUBS TVTIJXSBQ
UFNBLJTVTIJ BOEBTBMBEXJUITFTBNF
TBVDF0VSJOTUSVDUPSGPSUIJTDMBTTJT

+VOLP,FMMFS XIPJTBO"8"NFNCFS
BOEUFBDIFTCPUI+BQBOFTFBOEXFTUFSO
DPPLJOH4IFUBVHIU+BQBOFTF$PPLJOH
GPSUIF"8"MBTUZFBS

Historical Talk with Jason
Wordie: Hong Kong in
Transformation – Life in the
1960s
8IFO 5IVSTEBZ .BZ
10:00am – Noon
8IFSF "8"0GmDF
$PTU NFNCFS

NFNCFSTHVFTU
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPS+BOF#VDL
5PEBZMPDBMIJTUPSJBO+BTPO8PSEJF
XJMMGBTDJOBUFVTXJUIUIFTUPSZPGUIF
T BXBUFSTIFEQFSJPEGPS)POH
,POH/VNFSPVTLFZFWFOUTEVSJOHUIJT
FSBTUJMMDBSSZTJHOJmDBOUDPOUFNQPSBSZ
SFTPOBODFT5IFEFDBEFTUBSUFEXJUI
UIFEFWBTUBUJOHBGUFSNBUIPGUIF(SFBU
-FBQ'PSXBSEJO$IJOB BOEFOEFE
XJUIUIFJOUFSOBUJPOBMUSJVNQIPGUIF
)POH,POHEJTQMBZBUUIF0TBLB8PSME
&YQP"MPOHUIFXBZ UIFSFGVHFFJMMFHBM
JNNJHSBOUJOnVYJO POHPJOHXBUFS
TIPSUBHFT CBOLSVOTJO UIF4UBS
'FSSZSJPUTBOEUIFVQIFBWBMTPG 
BMMQPTFEUIFJSPXODIBMMFOHFT*OEVTUSZ
USBOTGPSNFEJUTFMGUISPVHIPVUUIJTQFSJPE
BTMPDBMXBHFTTUFBEJMZSPTF BEEJUJPOBM
WBMVFXBTBEEFE)POH,POHT
FOUFSUBJONFOUJOEVTUSZBMTPUPPLPGGUIF
JOUSPEVDUJPOPGUFMFWJTJPODIBOHFEUIF
XBZUIJTTPDJFUZTBXJUBOEUPPLUIF)POH
,POHiCSBOEwSJHIUBDSPTTUIF$IJOFTF
BOEXJEFS XPSME&YUFOTJWFMZJMMVTUSBUFE 
XJEFSBOHJOHZFUBOFDEPUBM UIJTEFUBJMFE
MFDUVSFXJMMCSJOHUIJTNPNFOUPVTEFDBEF
UPMJGF

Emeralds, Rubies and
Sapphires
When:

Monday, 23 May,
9:45am –12:30pm
8IFSF %"MFKP+FXFMMFSZ ' 

0O)JOH#VJMEJOH 

LOCAL TOURS AND ACTIVITIES
/P0O)JOH5FSSBDF $FOUSBM
$PTU NFNCFST

NFNCFSTHVFTU
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPST*[VNJ*LFEB
5SFBTVSFTPGSPZBMUZBOEPCKFDUTPG
UIPVTBOETPGZFBSTPGHMPCBMDPORVFTU 
&NFSBMET 3VCJFTBOE4BQQIJSFT
SFNBJOUIFNPTUEFTJSBCMFPGUIFXPSMET
HFNTUPOFT'FXDPOTVNFSTSFBMMZ
VOEFSTUBOEUIFTFHFNTUPOFTBOE
TPNFPGUIFJSTVSQSJTJOHSFMBUJWFT5P
CVZTNBSUFSBOEHBJOBOBQQSFDJBUJPO
GSPNUIFHFNPMPHJTUBOEDPOTVNFST
WJFXQPJOU UIJTTFNJOBSJTBNVTU$FMTP
%"MFKP XIPJTBDFSUJmFEHFNPMPHJTUBOE
BQQSBJTFS XJMMDPOEVDUUIJTTFNJOBSJO
UIFTIPXSPPN%VSJOHUIJTDMBTT XFXJMM
WJFXBWBSJFUZPGHFNTUPOFTBOETFFUIF
FRVJQNFOUUIBUJTVTFEUPUFTUBOEHSBEF
UIFTFCFBVUJGVMHFNTUPOFT

Rescuing Enslaved Elephants
– What does it take?
When:

Monday, May 23
1:30pm – 3:00pm
8IFSF "8"0GmDF
$PTU NFNCFST

NFNCFSTHVFTUT
$BQBDJUZNJO
$PPSEJOBUPS,BUF.BIKPVCJBO
*O0DUPCFS XJMEMJGFQIPUPHSBQIFS
1FUFS:VFOKPJOFEUIFUFBNGSPN#PPO
-PUUT&MFQIBOU4BODUVBSZUPSFTDVFB
ZFBSPMEFMFQIBOUGSPNBUPVSJTUDBNQ
JO1BUUBZB5IBJMBOE"GUFSXJUOFTTJOHUIF
DSVFMUZPGUIFDBNQTBOETUSVHHMJOHUP
HFU/BBNGPOJOUPUIFSFTDVFWFIJDMF 
UIFZESPWFDSPTTDPVOUSZPWFSOJHIUUP
UIF#-&4TBODUVBSZ CVUUIFKPVSOFZGPS
/BBNGPOIBEPOMZKVTUTUBSUFE-FBSO
XIBUJUUBLFTUPSFTDVFBOFMFQIBOU
BOEIPXZPVDBOIFMQUIFFMFQIBOUTPG
5IBJMBOE

Local Shopping – The Best in
Kowloon
When: Wednesday, 25 May

BNoQN BQQSPY
8IFSF OFBS.4'PPETJOTJEFUIF

"ENJSBMUZ.534UBUJPO
$PTU NFNCFST

NFNCFSTHVFTU
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPST+BOF#VDL

)FJEJ3PDLPXJU[
8FSFBMMGBNJMJBSXJUI)POH,POH*TMBOET
IJHIFOEJOUFSOBUJPOBMTIPQQJOHNBMMT
5PEBZ XFMMTFFXIBUFMTF)POH,POH

IBTUPPGGFSþ8FXJMMTUBSUXJUIBUPVSPG
UIF1SVEFOUJBM.BMMJO+PSEBOoMFWFMT
PGOPOEFTJHOFSTIPQT FBDIXJUIHSFBU
WBMVFTBOEIJEEFOUSFBTVSFTþ5IFOXF
XJMMIBWFMVODIBUBOFBSCZSFTUBVSBOUBOE
FOKPZXFTUFSOGPPEXJUIBEJTUJODUMPDBM
UXJTU'PSUIPTFJOUFSFTUFE BGUFSMVODI
XFDBOWJTJU:VF)XB%FQBSUNFOU4UPSF 
UIF$IJOFTFi.BDZTwPG)POH,POH 
XIFSFZPVXJMMmOEBMMPGMJGFTOFDFTTJUJFT
MJOFOT UPXFMT DMPUIJOH TIPFT CBHT 
FWFOGVSOJUVSFþ BOEBMMUIPTFMJUUMF
FYUSBWBHBODFT UIJOL$IJOFTF"SUT
$SBGUT&NQPSJVNBUBSFBTPOBCMFDPTUþ 
0QUJPOBMMVODIJTBUTIBSFEFYQFOTF

Sun & Swim Junk Cruise
8IFO 5IVSTEBZ .BZ
9:45 – 4:00 PM
8IFSF .FFUBU1JFS 

$FOUSBM'FSSZ1JFS
$PTU NFNCFST

NFNCFSTHVFTU
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY
$PPSEJOBUPST,BUF.BIKPVCJBO

%JBOF-BNCPMFZ

)FJEJ3PDLPXJU[
-FUTTFUTBJMGPSBEBZPGGVOJOUIFTVO
BOETFBþ+PJOVTGPSBiQPUMVDLwMVODI
BOE#:0#KVOLUSJQþ8FXJMMTFUTBJMGSPN
1JFS DSVJTFUPPVSTXJNNJOHEFTUJOBUJPO
XIFSFXFXJMMFBUMVODI TXJNBOE
FOKPZFBDIPUIFSTDPNQBOZ CFGPSFUIF
TVNNFSDPNFTBOETFOETVTUPUIFGPVS
DPSOFSTPGUIFFBSUI&BDIQFSTPOXJMM
CSJOHBEJTIUPTIBSFBOEBOZESJOLTUIFZ
NJHIUMJLFUPFOKPZ*DF QBQFSHPPETBOE
DVUMFSZXJMMCFQSPWJEFE

Looking further ahead
June 2016
Introduction to Pearl Knotting
and Necklace Creation
(Beginner and Intermediate)
8IFO .POEBZ +VOF
9:30am – 12:30pm
8IFSF 7FOVFPO4UVCCT3PBE

OFBS"EWFOUJTU)PTQJUBM
$PTU NFNCFS

NFNCFSTHVFTU
$BQBDJUZNJO NBY

FYDMVEJOHDPPSEJOBUPS
$PPSEJOBUPS&NJMZ)PBHMJO 

FKI@DSFBUJWFBSUT!ZBIPPDPN
8IFUIFSQFBSMTPSCFBETJOTQJSFZPV UIF
LOPUUJOHUFDIOJRVFJTBOJOEJTQFOTBCMF
POFGPSKFXFMMFSZNBLFST*OUIJTDMBTT 
ZPVXJMMmSTUMFBSOBCPVUQFBSMTBOEUIFJS

DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT UIFNBUFSJBMTOFFEFE
UPDSFBUFBOFDLMBDFBOEUJQTPOIPX
UPDBSFGPSUIBUOFDLMBDF5IFO ZPVXJMM
MFBSOUIFCBTJDTPGUIFLOPUUJOHUFDIOJRVF
BOEIPXUPCFHJOBOEFOEBOFDLMBDFPO
BDMBTQ"UUIFFOEPGUIJTTFTTJPO ZPV
XJMMIBWFBDPNQMFUFEOFDLMBDFUPCF
QSPVEPGBOEXFBSIPNF*GZPVBMSFBEZ
LOPXUIFCBTJDLOPUUJOHUFDIOJRVF ZPV
DBOXPSLPOBVOJRVFEFTJHOTVDIBTB
MBSJBU OPODMBTQSPQF NVMUJTUSBOE PS
XIBUFWFSJOTQJSFTZPV*ODMVEFEJOUIF
DPVSTFBSFIBOEPVUTBOEJOTUSVDUJPOTGPS
NBLJOHZPVSOFDLMBDF UISFBE OFFEMFT
BOECBTJDmOEJOHT5IFDPTUPGQFBSMT
JTBEEJUJPOBMBOEZPVNBZDIPPTFGSPN
BXJEFTFMFDUJPOPGTIBQFT TJ[FTBOE
DPMPVSTCFHJOOJOHBUQFSTUSBOE*G
ZPVXFBSHMBTTFTGPSDMPTFXPSL QMFBTF
CSJOHUIFNXJUIZPV&YBDUBEESFTTXJMM
CFQSPWJEFEUPQBSUJDJQBOUT

Registration Procedures

-PDBM5PVSBOE"DUJWJUZ -5" FWFOUT
BSFPQFOGPSSFHJTUSBUJPOBTPGUIFmSTUPG
FBDINPOUIJOXIJDIUIFBDUJWJUZXJMMCF
IFME"DUJWJUJFTCFJOHIFMEJOUIFFBSMZ
QBSUPGUIFGPMMPXJOHNPOUIBSFPQFO
GPSSFHJTUSBUJPOPOUIFmSTUEBZPGUIF
QSJPSNPOUI$IFDLUIF"8"XFCTJUFBU
XXXBXBPSHILGPSUIFNPTUVQUPEBUF
TDIFEVMFBOEEPOUGPSHFUUPSFHJTUFS
FBSMZBTNBOZPGUIFFWFOUTXJMMTFMMPVU

Refund, Cancellation and Substitution
Policies

&WFSZBDUJWJUZJODMVEFTBOBENJOJTUSBUJWF
GFFPG), .FNCFS),
.FNCFST(VFTU5IJTCBTFGFFJT
OPUSFGVOEBCMFBUBOZUJNFVOMFTTUIF
"8"DBODFMTUIFFWFOU$IBSHFTJO
FYDFTTPGUIFCBTFGFFBSFSFGVOEBCMF
JGDBODFMMBUJPOJTSFDFJWFECZUIF"8"
PGmDFBUMFBTUPOFGVMMXFFLCFGPSFUIF
BDUJWJUZEBUF'PSFYBNQMF JGUIFBDUJWJUZ
JTPOB5VFTEBZ DBODFMMBUJPONVTU
CFSFDFJWFEQSJPSUPNJEOJHIUPGUIF
QSFWJPVT5VFTEBZ*GUIF"8"DBODFMT
BOFWFOU UIFFOUJSFBDUJWJUZDPTUXJMMCF
BVUPNBUJDBMMZDSFEJUFEUPZPV$SFEJU
OPUFTBSFOPUUSBOTGFSBCMFBOENVTUCF
VTFEXJUIJOTJYNPOUITGSPNUIFEBUFPG
JTTVFPSCZUIFFOEPGUIF"8"mTDBM
ZFBS +VOF XIJDIFWFSJTFBSMJFS:PV
NBZSFRVFTUBDIFDLJOMJFVPGBDSFEJUBU
BOZUJNFCFGPSFUIFDSFEJUFYQJSFT
0XJOHUPUIFQPQVMBSJUZPG"8"BDUJWJUJFT 
NBOZIBWFBXBJUMJTUBOEUIFSFGPSF
TVCTUJUVUJPOTDBOOPUCFBDDFQUFE*GZPV
BSFVOBCMFUPBUUFOEBOBDUJWJUZ QMFBTF 
JOGPSNUIF"8"PGmDFUPDBODFMZPVS
QMBDFBOEBMMPXTPNFPOFPOUIFXBJUMJTU
UPBUUFOE
5IFSFHJTUSBUJPOGFFJTQVSFMZBO
BENJOJTUSBUJPOGFF*UJTOPUEPOBUFEUPUIF
$IBSJUBCMFBOE&EVDBUJPOGVOE
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Ong o i ng a ct i v i t i es

AWA’s Ongoing Activities
Of the many ways to get involved in the AWA, Ongoing Clubs and Sports are the most popular, and easiest, ways to make
new friends. We offer something for everyone: from hobbies to languages, golf and dragon boat racing. Ongoing Clubs & Sports
offer comfortable and enjoyable ways to keep busy and expand your network of friends. These activities are organized by AWA
members for AWA members with similar interests and passions. One time registration is required in order to receive updates
about scheduled activities. For more information and to register, go online to www.awa.org.hk.

ART LOVERS:

Kumiko Matsushima, kumikomatsushima333@gmail.com;
Cynthia Lackey, cynthia2265@aol.com

PHOTOGRAPHY GROUP:
Stitch: 		
AFTERNOON BOOK CLUB:

Sharon Mason, Sharon.masonnc@gmail.com

EVENING BOOK CLUB:
SPIRITUAL LITERACY GROUP:
MAHJONG MADNESS:

Melissa Grove, mgrove894@gmail.com

SOCIAL BRIDGE AND LUNCH:
GAMES GALORE-Mahjong
or Bridge:
LUNCH BUNCH:
ICC- INTERNATIONAL
COOKING CLUB:
GALLOPING GOURMET:

Alison Levingston, Alison.levingston.2014@gmail.com;
Penny Van Niel, penny.vanniel@gmail.com;
Anna MacDonald, annainhk@netvigator.com)

Kate Weisman, kate.weisman@gmail.com
Katherine Fenton, klfone@aol.com;
Christine Scullion, Christine_scullion@yahoo.co.uk
Lisa Strunin, strunin.lisa@gmail.com
Beth Hall, bethall@netvigator.com
Judy Lakey, carlakey@aol.com

Co-ordinator required
Mary Kinslow, kinslow.mary@gmail.com, Yuiko O'Reilly, yuiko_ore@yahoo.com

		

Linda Gomoll, ljgomoll1@gmail.com

ITALIAN CONVERSATION GROUP:
AWA Hiking:
AWA GLOBE PADDLERS
DRAGON BOAT TEAM:
AWA GOLF SOCIETY:
Womens Forum:

Giuditta Crovato, giuditta.crovato@gmail.com
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Birgit Imkamp, Patti Smith, Cynthia Lackey, ihikes@awa.org.hk
Elissa Imran, elissa.imran@gmail.com;
Anne Fifer, annefifer@gmail.com
Sue Webb, golf@awa.org
Sally Kooser, shkooser@gmail.com

CONTACT INFORMATION

c o nt a ct i nf o rm a t i o n

OFFICE
Phone
Fax
Hours
Address

2527 2961/2
2865 7737
9:30am – 3:30pm Mon-Thu
No.5, 11th floor, Arion Commercial Centre,
2-12 Queen's Road West, Hong Kong
Website
www.awa.org.hk
Office & Website Manager Barbora Mayer: officemanager@awa.org.hk
Membership Representative
Joanne Lam: info@awa.org.hk
COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY SERVICE
Chairperson

volunteering@awa.org.hk

Susie Edrington: volunteering@awa.org.hk

Fenwick Pier Volunteers
Carol Lampard: carol.lampard@gmail.com
HK Society for the Blind Kate Mahjoubian: katemahjoubian@gmail.com
Meals in the Home Marybeth Coffer: mealsinthehome@gmail.com
Ronald McDonald House
Renee Cheung: reneecheung@me.com
Trisha Cliff: miketrishcliff@yahoo.com
Soup Kitchen
Linda VanNoy: vannoy9@gmail.com
Riding for the Disabled
Liz McGrath elizandjames@gmail.com
Chung Hok Elderly Centre
Mei Ling Ng meiling@monsoon.com.hk
Ark Eden Foundation
volunteering@awa.org.hk
Feeding Hong Kong
volunteering@awa.org.hk

EDUCATION & SCHOLARSHIP

educationscholarship@awa.org.hk

EXECUTIVE BOARD

EXECUTIVE BOARD

president@awa.org.hk

President
Marcy LaRont: president@awa.org.hk
1st VP Fundraising
Amanda Foster: fundraising@awa.org.hk
2nd VP Membership
Sharon Mason: membership@awa.org.hk
3rd Vice President Activities
Lisa Strunin: activities@awa.org.hk
AWAre Editor
Lindsey Gordon: aware@awa.org.hk
Charitable Donations
Andrea Roth: charities@awa.org.hk
Community Service
Susie Edrington: volunteering@awa.org.hk
Education & Scholarship Sheila Twinn: educationscholarship@awa.org.hk
Public Relations
Rachel Bourke: publicrelations@awa.org.hk
Recording Secretary
Jennifer Kindel: secretary@awa.org.hk
Treasurer
Annie Fifer: treasurer@awa.org.hk
Online and Social Media
Angela Bellas: socialmedia@awa.org.hk
Corporate Sponsorship Nikola Andersson: corporatesponsor@awa.org.hk
SOCIAL

ACTIVITIES
3rd Vice President

activities@awa.org.hk
Lisa Strunin: activities@awa.org.hk

Asian Tours
Kate Mahjoubian katemahjoubian@gmail.com
Local Tours and Activities
Jane Buck: forjbuck@gmail.com
SOCIAL
Patti Smith: designps@optonline.net
If you would like to join the AWA or if you have any
question about the organization, please contact the office
or any of the Executive Board members.

Chairperson
Sheila Twinn: educationscholarship@awa.org.hk
English Conversation
Sheila Twinn: dr_sheilatwinn@yahoo.com
Kwun Tong
Marti Law: martilaw@hotmail.com
Pok Fu Lam
Liz Clark: 6083 2400
Sham Shui Po Barbara Iannazzone: barbara.iannazzone@gmail.com
Chai Wan
Julie Naughton: juile.naughton@gmail.com
Ap Lei Chau
tba
Dining Etiquette
Bernice Lee: bernicelee2002@yahoo.com
Mock Interviews
Katherine Payne kepayne2506@gmail.com
Cheung Chau Reading Partners Jill Baran Scott: jbaranscott@gmail.com

Public Relations

publicrelations@awa.org.hk

Chairperson
Rachel Bourke: publicrelations@awa.org.hk
Newsletter/E-Blast Coordinator Rachel Bourke: publicrelations@awa.org.hk
Forum Moderator
Rachel Bourke: forum@awa.org.hk

MEMBERSHIP

membership@awa.org.hk

2nd Vice President
Sharon Mason: membership@awa.org.hk
Buddy Program
Alison May: 9663 1250
CHAT Coordinator
Diane Lamboley: 9020 9385
Foon Ying
Kate Mahjoubian: 6462 6559
Membership Discounts
membership@awa.org.hk
OWL
Susie Edrington: susie1031e@gmail.com
WOW
Mary Barbara Hanna: mbwhanna@gmail.com
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